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Library Self-Service Is Only Convenient If It Is Easy To Use

A panel pc provides users an intuitive interactive interface, it can be used as a self-service

machine for way-finding function, guiding users the correct floor for their books and the facilities

layout. It provides ultimate intuitive operation with a single touch. With Android 9 Pie OS, it

releases the full capacities for users to deploy with.
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NFC

Instant Onsite Booking
Authenticating Access Requests
Compatible with Building Design

MSR

Bi-directional card reading
Reads encoded data that meets
ANSI/ISO/AAMVA standards
Reads up to three tracks of card data
Provisions for a Red/Green/Amber LED for status
Provides clear text confirmation data including card
holder’s name, expiration date, and a portion of the
PAN as part of the Masked Track Data

More than that, multiple accessories are available to enable powerful added-value functions, such

as NFC, barcode scanner, MSR, light bar. Users can easily identify themselves with NFC and

borrow books with the attached barcode scanning functions. Light bar offers a visible signal to

remind you of the current booking process status.



2D Scanner

The latest CMOS industrial-grade image sensor
technology, illumination, and optics.
Industry-leading motion tolerance, low light
sensitivity and broad depth of reading distances.
Capable of reading linear, stacked linear, and matrix
barcodes; can also read and decode OCR fonts and
capture digital images.
Designed for ease-of-integration and superior
durability.

LED light bar

R, G, B luminous are 8 x 8 x 8 bits controllable
which make 512 colors programmable.
Various flash patterns of LED lights can be
programmable by the sequence of the R, G, B
luminous ON and OFF via API command.
Various operations patterns of LED lights can be
programmable by the sequence of the R, G, B
luminous values via API command.
The module can be installed on left or right side or
two modules can be installed on both sides

Slim PC+ABS Housing & Light weight design

16:9 Full HD 1920 x 1080 resolution TFT LCD Panel

True Flat with 10 points capacitive multi-touch type

Rich I/O ports provide excellent peripheral connectivity

Passive Cooling (fanless)
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WCA2154

MACTRON GROUP’s Panel PCs provide ultimate solutions with numerous unique features.
Contact MACTRON GROUP for more information about our 21.5” Android Panel PC and
WCA/WCS Series.
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